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SUMMARY This study systematically reviews the

sleep bruxism (SB) literature published in the

MEDLINE and Scopus databases to answer

the following question: What is the validity of the

different portable instrumental devices that have

been proposed to measure SB if compared with

polysomnographic (PSG) recordings assumed as

the gold standard? Four clinical studies on

humans, assessing the diagnostic accuracy of

portable instrumental approaches (i.e. Bitestrip,

electromyography (EMG)-telemetry recordings and

Bruxoff) with respect to PSG, were included in the

review. Methodological shortcomings were

identified by QUADAS-2 quality assessment.

Findings showed contrasting results and supported

only in part the validity of the described

diagnostic devices with respect to PSG. The

positive predictive value (PPV) of the Bitestrip

device was 59–100%, with a sensitivity of 71–84�2%,

whilst EMG-telemetry recordings had an

unacceptable rate of false-positive findings (76�9%),

counterbalanced by an almost perfect sensitivity

(98�8%). The Bruxoff device had the highest

accuracy values, showing an excellent agreement

with PSG for both manual (area under ROC = 0�98)
and automatic scoring (0�96) options as well as for

the simultaneous recording of events with respect

to PSG (0�89–0�91). It can be concluded that the

available information on the validity of portable

instrumental diagnostic approaches with respect

to PSG recordings is still scarce and not solid

enough to support any non-PSG technique’s

employ as a stand-alone diagnostic method in the

research setting, with the possible exception of the

Bruxoff device that needs to be further confirmed

with future investigations.
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Introduction

Bruxism is an oral condition characterised by different

activities of the jaw muscles (i.e. teeth clenching or

grinding, mandible bracing or thrusting) and circadian

manifestations (i.e. sleep or awake bruxism) (1). Over

the years, various bruxism topics have been addressed

by means of systematic assessments of the published

literature (2–7). Most reviews pointed out that the

internal validity of the findings is often limited by

methodological shortcomings related with the brux-

ism diagnosis (8, 9), because the wide majority of data
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came from studies adopting a self-reported bruxism

detection. Such strategy is suitable, at best, to indicate

a ‘possible’ bruxism (1).

A self-report approach is by far the most diffused in

the dental literature, but it should be kept in mind

that the proposed standards of reference for bruxism

diagnosis require definite measurements of this phe-

nomenon (1). Indeed, bruxism should be viewed as a

continuous spectrum of muscle activities, whose phys-

iopathology has yet to be fully clarified in its multifac-

eted neurological and musculoskeletal implications.

Also, it must be remarked that definite criteria to

measure bruxism during wakefulness are not avail-

able, despite the recent proposal to combine jaw mus-

cles’ electromyography (EMG) with an ecological

momentary assessment (1). On the other hand, the

most suitable approach to achieve sleep bruxism (SB)

measurement, viz. polysomnography (PSG) with

audio–video (AV) recordings (10, 11), has some limi-

tations in its daily employ because of cost and feasibil-

ity reasons.

Bearing in mind these premises, some portable

devices for measuring the EMG activity of jaw mus-

cles in the home environment have been introduced

in the research and clinical settings, in the attempt to

partly solve the limitations related with the use of

PSG (e.g. the high cost, its time-consuming nature,

the complicated scoring criteria, the need for a sleep

laboratory and the potential bias related with an

unfamiliar sleeping environment). Notwithstanding

that, an appraisal of the accuracy of the available

portable measurement devices is lacking, especially

related to the correlation with PSG findings. Given

the absence of widely accepted standards for an

awake bruxism diagnosis, this study will systemati-

cally review the literature on the diagnosis of SB in

an attempt to find an answer to the following ques-

tion: What is the validity of the different portable

instrumental devices that have been proposed to

measure SB if compared with PSG recordings

assumed as the gold standard?

Materials and methods

Definition of diagnostic standard of reference for sleep

bruxism

At present, widely accepted reference criteria for the

diagnosis of SB refer to the original publication by

Lavigne et al. (10), who assessed the validity of PSG

research diagnostic criteria for SB. In a case–control

study on two 18-subject groups of bruxers and age-

and sex-matched controls, the authors established

sound cut-off thresholds for PSG-recorded jaw-motor

activity to identify individuals with sleep bruxism, as

diagnosed according to the American Sleep Disorders

Association (ASDA) guidelines (12). To satisfy the

ASDA criteria for SB, subjects had to grind their teeth

during sleep for at least five times per week over the

last 6 months (as referred by a bed partner) plus

either exhibit tooth wear or shiny spots on restora-

tions and/or morning masticatory muscle fatigue or

pain and/or masseter muscle hypertrophy. The

authors measured EMG activity of the right masseter

and retained for analysis all EMG potentials with an

amplitude >20% of the maximum voluntary contrac-

tion (MVC) level of the jaw-closing muscles. The

resulting EMG bursts may combine to define different

types of bruxism episodes (i.e. phasic/rhythmic, tonic

or mixed), depending on the duration of each burst

and of the between-burst intervals. SB could be

detected with a sensitivity and specificity >80% when

subjects had the following:

1 30 bruxism episodes per night or at least four epi-

sodes per hour of sleep; and

2 Six EMG bursts per bruxism episode and/or 25

EMG bursts per hour of sleep; and

3 At least two of the above episodes should be

accompanied by AV-detected tooth grinding.

In a later publication, the same research group

revised these criteria by retrospectively reassessing the

sleep laboratory data recorded over the years (13). It

was then suggested that the sensitivity and specificity

of the proposed PSG criteria dropped down to less

acceptable levels if the anamnestic criterion to con-

firm bruxism was reduced to a referral of tooth grind-

ing for three (instead of five) nights per week. In the

same study, it was proposed to identify a subthreshold

group of moderate bruxers, showing more than two

but <4 SB episodes per hour of sleep.

The 1996 PSG-based criteria and their successive

2007 update are commonly considered as the best

available diagnostic method to detect SB. Therefore,

they will be adopted here as the standard of reference

for reviewing the validity of the other instrumental

approaches proposed for SB measurement in a home

environment.

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Search strategy

On 9 April 2014, a systematic search in the medical

literature was performed to identify all peer-reviewed

English language papers potentially relevant to the

review. The terms ‘bruxism’ and ‘diagnosis’ were

introduced as search keywords in the two most quali-

fied medical databases (i.e. National Library of Medi-

cine’s MEDLINE and Scopus) to retrieve lists of

potential papers to be included in the review. The

studies were selected for inclusion independently by

two of the authors. The other authors contributed to

the search expansion by checking for additional

papers in the Google Scholar database and their own

personal libraries and collections. All decisions on the

definitive inclusion of a potentially relevant paper

were taken by consensus.

The search allowed identifying 1293 and 552 cita-

tions in the MEDLINE and Scopus databases, respec-

tively. Title and abstract (‘tiab’) screening was

performed to select articles for full text retrieval.

The criteria for admittance in the systematic review

were based on the type of study, because the inclu-

sion was restricted to clinical studies on humans,

assessing the diagnostic accuracy of any instrumental

approach with respect to the above PSG criteria for

SB diagnosis.

Quality assessment

In the attempt to increase the strength of this review,

and in line with current needs to weigh the quality of

the reviewed literature in systematic reviews, studies

that were pertinent for inclusion underwent a quality

assessment by adopting the Quality Assessment of

Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS-2) tool (14).

This is an improved, redesigned tool with respect to

the original instrument (15). Although it is not specif-

ically a reporting guideline, it represents a useful tool

to rate the risk of bias and the applicability concerns

of primary diagnostic studies included in systematic

reviews. The tool comprises four key domains that

discuss (i) patients selection; (ii) index test; (iii) refer-

ence standard, (iv) flow of patients through the study

and timing of the index test and reference standard.

For each domain, specific signalling questions are for-

mulated, to help reviewers assessing each domain in

terms of risk of bias; the first three domains are also

assessed in terms of concerns regarding applicability.

Just as an example question, for the first domain

(patient selection), the risk of bias should be evalu-

ated by answering to the signalling questions ‘Was a

consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled?’,

‘Was a case–control design avoided?’, ‘Did the study

avoid inappropriate conclusions?’. Reviewers are thus

able to judge the risk of bias as ‘low risk of bias’, ‘high

risk of bias’ or ‘unclear’. The applicability rating for

the same domain refers to the potential concerns that

the included patients and setting do not match the

review question. Reviewers are thus able to judge

applicability as ‘low applicability concerns’, ‘high

applicability concerns’ or ‘unclear’. All the other sig-

nalling questions and specifications can be found in

the original publication (14). In this investigation,

QUADAS-2 ratings were assigned by two of the

authors, who took each decision by consensus.

Results

As shown in Fig. 1, after excluding the citations that

were clearly not pertinent for the review’s aim, 12

papers were retrieved in full text and were assessed

independently by two of the authors to reach consen-

sus as to include/exclude the papers for/from system-

atic assessment. Consensus decision was to exclude

eight of the 12 papers. Reasons for exclusion were

that they were studies either adopting PSG as the

unique approach to bruxism diagnosis (N = 3),

including only convenience samples of pain patients

(N = 2), describing the potential usefulness of other

instrumental devices without comparing them with

PSG (N = 2) or assessing the intra-examiner reliability

of manual PSG/EMG scores (N = 1).

Two of the included papers adopted PSG criteria as

the standard for comparison versus the Bitestrip

device (16, 17), one of them dealt with a comparison

of PSG criteria with EMG-telemetry recordings (18)

and another one assessed the diagnostic accuracy of

the Bruxoff device and the correlation of the findings

with respect to PSG (19). All four studies were per-

formed on single-night recordings with a portable

PSG device, not allowing audio-visual recordings, and

had the common aim of assessing the device’s validity

to measure the EMG activity of the masseter muscle

by comparing it with PSG-based findings in either

samples of bruxers or according to a case–control

design. Moreover, the Bruxoff device also assessed

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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heart rate as part of the attempt to identify EMG epi-

sodes associated with an increase in heart rate (19).

In three of four studies, the identified methodological

problems were mainly related with the interpretation

of the output of the device under assessment, which

was produced at different thresholds with respect to

the reference test (i.e. PSG) (16–18). The study on the

Bruxoff device has potential bias related with the

PSG-based SB diagnosis itself, as it was based on an

EMG increase up to 10% MVC, and not 20%, as sug-

gested in the PSG/SB criteria (19). All QUADAS-2

scores are shown in Table 1.

The extracted diagnostic accuracy data show con-

trasting results (Table 2). The positive predictive value

(PPV) of the Bitestrip device was 59–100%, with a

sensitivity of 71–84�2% (16, 17), whilst EMG-teleme-

try recordings had an unacceptable rate of false-posi-

tive findings (76�9%), counterbalanced by an almost

perfect sensitivity (98�8%) (18). The Bruxoff device

had the highest accuracy values, showing an excellent

agreement with PSG for both manual (area under

ROC = 0�98) and automatic scoring options (0�96) as

well as for the contemporaneity of events recorded

with respect to PSG (0�89–0�91) (19). In the interpre-

tation of the results, it must be pointed out that the

PPV values, when calculated, were influenced by the

prevalence of SB in the study samples. Also, impor-

tantly, the findings of three studies (16–18) appear to

be strongly influenced by the fact that different EMG

thresholds were used to diagnose sleep bruxism

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the search

strategy.

Table 1. Quality assessment scores (QUADAS-2) of the four reviewed studies assessing the validity of the different approaches to

sleep bruxism (SB) diagnosis if compared with polysomnographic (PSG) recordings assumed as the gold standard

First author, year

Risk of bias Applicability concerns

Patient

selection

Index

test

Reference

standard

Flow

and timing

Patient

selection

Index

test

Reference

standard

Castroflorio, 2014 (19) Low Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low

Mainieri, 2012 (17) Low High Low Low Low Low Low

Yamaguchi, 2012 (18) High High Low Low Low Low Low

Shochat, 2007 (16) Unclear High Low Low Low Low Low

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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events (i.e. 30% MVC for the Bitestrip device; and

EMG amplitude two times higher than rest values for

the EMG-telemetry recordings) with respect to the

thresholds adopted for PSG diagnosis (i.e. 20% MVC),

so that a direct comparison with PSG criteria was

actually impossible to perform. As for the Bruxoff

study (19), the EMG threshold was set at 10% MVC

for both the test and reference device (19).

Discussion

The literature on several bruxism topics pointed out

inconsistencies due to the different strategies and defi-

nitions adopted for diagnostic purposes, which seem

to influence the findings of many studies, so that a

need emerged to carefully appraise the knowledge on

the diagnosis of bruxism (4, 7–9). Thus, the present

systematic review was specifically designed to answer

a research question in the field of SB diagnosis.

The review was aimed at the assessment of the

validity of the different portable instrumental

approaches to SB diagnosis if compared with PSG

recordings assumed as the gold standard. Only four

papers were found that satisfied the criteria for inclu-

sion in the review, and in general, they did not allow

to retrieve conclusive information. In particular, sev-

eral concerns with respect to the studies’ risk of bias

in the interpretation of the index test were identified.

Indeed, despite the potential limitations related with

the dichotomic (i.e. low versus high [risk of bias and

applicability concerns]) quality assessment approach

here adopted, it seems reasonable to suggest that the

accuracy values for the SB diagnosis were strongly

biased by the different levels of EMG activity that

were adopted as cut-off levels in the index (viz. test)

and reference (viz. PSG) instruments (16–19). The

adoption of such different strategies may be in part

justified by the different types of EMG equipment,

using different band-pass and notch filtering.

Not all devices showed an optimal validity to mea-

sure what they are supposed to measure, viz. oromo-

tor activity during sleep associated with SB, if PSG

Table 2. Summary of findings of the four reviewed studies assessing the validity of the different approaches to sleep bruxism (SB)

diagnosis if compared with polysomnographic (PSG) recordings assumed as the gold standard. F, females; M, males; MVC, maximum

voluntary clenching; ROC, receiver operating curve; PPV, positive predictive value; OSA, obstructive sleep apnoea

First author,

year Study sample

Diagnostic device

under assessment

EMG cut-off

threshold PSG diagnosis Findings (95% C.I.)

Castroflorio,

2014 (19)

N = 25 (12F, 13M,

28 � 10�7 years) –

case–control design

(14 ‘probable’ SB,

11 no SB)

Bruxoff device 10% MVC

+ 20%

increase in

heart rate

SB present or absent based

on Lavigne et al.’s criteria

(1996) (10) – 10% MVC

Manual scoring:

Accuracy (ROC) = 89%

Sensitivity = 83�3%
Specificity = 84�6%
Automatic scoring:

Accuracy (ROC)=91%

Sensitivity = 91�6%
Specificity = 84�6%

Mainieri,

2012 (17)

N = 49 (32F, 17M,

41�2 � 12�9 years)

with a clinical history

of SB

Bitestrip device 30% MVC SB present or absent based on

Lavigne et al.’s criteria (1996)

(10) – 20% MVC

Agreement = 87�8%
(75�8–94�3%)

Kappa = 0�71
(0�44–0�97)
Sensitivity = 84�2%
(68�7–93�9%)

PPV = 100%

(89�1–100%)

Yamaguchi,

2012 (18)

N = 8 (50%F,

26�9 � 10�9 years)

tooth grinders

EMG-telemetry Two times

higher

than baseline

SB present or absent based on

Lavigne et al.’s criteria (1996)

(10) - 20% MVC

Sensitivity = 98%

PPV = 23�1%

Shochat,

2007 (16)

N = 18 (13M, 5F,

31 � 13 years) –

case–control design

(6 SB, 4 OSA,

8 non-patient)

Bitestrip device 30% MVC SB present or absent based on

Lavigne et al.’s criteria (1996)

(10) – 20% MVC

Sensitivity = 71–72%

PPV = 59–81%

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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findings are assumed as the reference standard. The

absence of AV recordings in synchronisation with the

PSG tracking may represent a factor that diminished

the validity of the standard of reference for SB diag-

nosis itself, thus further limiting the internal validity

of the investigations. Indeed, as a general remark, it

should be pointed out that the findings on the validity

of the test devices may have been influenced by the

methodological differences related with the reference

standard (i.e. AV/PSG) versus the reference test

adopted in the reviewed investigations (i.e. home PSG

without AV recordings). Currently, adopted criteria

for SB diagnosis in a sleep laboratory setting require

the presence of teeth grinding sounds in at least two

of the bruxism episodes. On the contrary, diagnoses

based on EMG recordings alone, without AV assess-

ments, do not have any reliable association with sleep

features and may tend to over-diagnose SB with

respect to the Lavigne et al.’s 1996 criteria (10) and

their 2007 update (13), as recently shown in a pilot

investigation describing an overestimation by 23�8%
(20). The potential exception was represented by the

Bruxoff device, which also provides heart rate record-

ings in the attempt to detect autonomic arousals typi-

cal of SB and potentially reduce the percentage of

false-positive findings. The possibility to have a cus-

tom adjustable, and not pre-set automatic, assessment

of the EMG recordings with portable EMG-recorders

may be a nice option to ease the comparison with

PSG findings for those devices adopting a different

pre-set EMG threshold with respect to PSG. The fact

that the Bruxoff device allowed this option has poten-

tial merits in increasing the correlation with PSG find-

ings. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that

the manual scoring for the contemporaneity of events

with PSG showed lower accuracy values than the

automatic software assessment, likely due to the pre-

set adoption of the same EMG thresholds for both the

test and reference devices (19).

As a suggestion for future studies attempting to get

deeper into the definition of an ‘ideal’ SB diagnosis,

some considerations are worthy to be made on the

issue of grinding sounds during sleep. Indeed, the

need to include grinding sounds to diagnose SB by

means of the reference AV/PSG criteria, which

require that at least two of the SB episodes per hour

should be accompanied by AV-detected tooth grind-

ing, may exclude some other motor phenomena (e.g.

clenching activities and mandible thrusting) from the

SB bruxism diagnosis that may be more important in

the pathogenesis of pain in the jaw muscles and

temporomandibular joint (TMJ) (21). Thus, indepen-

dently from the accompanying grinding sounds,

future studies on SB diagnosis should differentiate

the different patterns of EMG activity as to put them

into correlation with their potential clinical conse-

quences. To do that, it is important to assess the cor-

relation of PSG-based diagnoses with findings based

on clinically diagnosed and self-reported bruxism, as

recently carried out in a large-sample epidemiological

paper (22). Notwithstanding that, based on the often

contrasting findings between PSG and questionnaire-

based studies in the field of the TMD-bruxism litera-

ture (7), it cannot be excluded that other approaches

based on patients’ history and clinical assessment

may be even more useful than PSG to diagnose clini-

cally relevant bruxism in TMD patients (23). Indeed,

it cannot be disregarded that most PSG studies were

performed in super-selected samples of subjects with-

out any other medical problems or environmental

risk factors (e.g. other sleep disorders, psychological

impairment, alcohol or caffeine abuse, heavy smok-

ing) that in the clinical setting account for most part

of the subjects with self-reported bruxism (24). Not-

withstanding all the above issues that are yet to be

clarified before reaching an ideal diagnosis of SB,

especially as far as its clinical implications are con-

cerned, this review’s findings support the need for

adopting PSG recordings, and not only EMG alone,

to achieve a sound diagnosis of SB according to the

current reference criteria. Keeping this in mind, the

device adopting a combined EMG and electrocardio-

graphic (ECG) recordings showed an increased accu-

racy with respect to the EMG-based devices and may

represent a promising, simple tool for the diagnosis

of SB.

Conclusions

Based on this systematic assessment of the literature

on SB diagnosis, it can be concluded that the available

information on the validity of portable instrumental

diagnostic approaches with respect to PSG recordings

is not solid enough to support any non-PSG tech-

nique’s employ as a stand-alone diagnostic method in

the research setting, with the possible exception of

the Bruxoff device that needs to be further confirmed

with future investigations.

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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